
Pay at Bar

User Journey
With Pay at Bar, multiple transactions originating from one workstation, can be completed at the 
same time on different payment terminals. It creates a smoother and faster transaction entry 
experience at the Point of Sale (PoS) allowing it to be quickly freed up for the next user, cutting 
down queuing.

The payment process is key  
in providing a seamless 
experience in your fast paced 
bar environment. Pay at Bar, 
empowers staff to operate more 
efficiently and at pace while your 
guests can relax and enjoy your 
hospitality. Pay at Bar is ideal for 
busy bars with high customer 
turnover, where staff can serve 
more customers quickly and 
increase business revenue.
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Impact on workflow

With traditional workflow With Pay at Bar

1-2-1 relationship with PoS & Pin Entry Device (PED) leads to queues 
developing at the workstation, slowing speed of service and creating a 
negative guest experience.

Many-2-Many relationship with PoS and PED’s. Enables multiple 
payments to be made concurrently eliminating queues at the bar and at 
workstations, enhancing guest experience.

Back bar space
Bar staff queue at workstation & payment 
terminal with a singletransaction flow.

Back bar space
Bar staff do not lock down workstation so 
it becomes available quickly for next order.

Front bar space
Customer queue builds.

Front bar space
Simultaneous transactions on  

multiple PEDs reduce queuing.

Infrastructure

Works with Oracle OPI solutions which can be deployed either  
on site or hosted.

Compatible with Oracle Simphony 2.7 MR4 interface.

Powered by Oracle CAPS and Pay at Table functionality.

Transaction messages are encrypted so no sensitive card data  
enters POS interface.

Centralised reporting to Oracle Simphony interface.



"Sticky" Sign On

Bar staff can log into their own PED at the start 
of a shift and keep this PED assigned to them for 
the duration. Once they have selected FastPay 
on the workstation, transactions are immediately 
displayed on the PED.

Multiple Users

One PED can be used by a team of bar staff each 
using their own Login ID or a Swipe card to log 
into the PED. Once they have selected 3CFastPay 
on the workstation, transactions are immediately 
displayed on the PED.

Suspending Sales

Checks can be converted to Pay at Table checks 
for later payment without any further interaction 
with the workstation.

"Follow me" functionality

Checks can be created on one workstation, 
recalled on a different workstation in the same 
revenue centre for additions to the check or 
payment.

Split Payment

Split payment enables bar staff to be divide a 
payment into defined amounts, where multiple 
parties may want to pay individually. Customer 
receipt printing can be configured.

Tips & Currency Conversion

Discreet tip functionality is available across 
all devices without affecting split bill features. 
Currency Conversion for payment in currency of 
choice can be configured.

Planet provides integrated digital payment services on  
a single platform that offers acquiring, processing, digital 
wallets, VAT Refund and Currency Conversion services.

In August 2020, Planet acquired 3C Payment and is part  
of the Eurazeo portfolio of growth companies.

About Planet

Planet is a revenue generating 
payments service provider 
serving over 600,000 Merchants 
and 100 Financial Partners  
in more than 70 markets on  
five continents.  

With over 1,500 payment specialists, we  
help Merchants in the Retail, Hospitality,  
Food & Beverage and Parking sectors improve 
customer experience by simplifying complex 
payments, helping people spend freely  
in-store, on-site or online.  


